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INSTRUMENT SETUP:  

New fixtures library, including all existing fixtures (10 000), regularly updated. 

1.Open your Play Menu through the small tab at top left corner, under 
Hathor Menu.  
2.Pin it up with the small pin at the top right of this window.  
3.Right click in the Empty area below the list of Templates 
4.Choose Insert Sub : Manufacturer Group 
5.Right Click again 
6.Choose Browse Template Database 

7.You can then browse through Manufacturers and expand to display Models, 
and expand again to see parameters details. 
 

8.Once you have chosen your device, 
Drag and Drop it into Manufacturer 
Group folder you have created above, in 
the Play Menu,  
9.For any further information, see Video 
Tutorial on ADB website. 

Right Click here

https://youtu.be/txqBfHAFyRg
https://youtu.be/txqBfHAFyRg
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MOVING LIGHT PARAMETERS CONTROL 

Hue Saturation Luminance parameters managed by Color Picker control 

You can control from Color Picker any RGB, CMY or HSL fixture. You can also spread over a 
selection of fixtures, a gradient or rainbow effect, specifying Start and End point in the Color 
Picker.  
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Parameters numbering and sorting 
Parameters can be sorted with numbers in the Device Template, in order to be displayed in the 
Controllers according to these numbers. Encoders will control parameters 1, 2, 3, 4, and then 5, 
6, 7, 8. Please note that you should number ALL parameters from a Parameter Group to make it 
understand how to sort. For example, if you want to get RGBW on your 4 first encoders, you 
should also number all other parameters of the Color Group, such as Color Wheel, Color time, 
CTO, … as 5, 6, 7, and so on.

Instrument Setup display 
Selecting a channel in Instrument Setup will center current selected channel if possible.

Instrument Wizard improvement 
Dragging a Device Template to an Instrument line in the left-side instrument window will 
automatically give the focus to the cursor in the DMX Universe field in Wizard popup. You will just 

need to enter Universe 
and press TAB key to 
move to Address field.
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Interval vs Gap 
In addition to Gap, Interval will allow to set the interval between the DMX address of the first 
Device and the DMX address of the second device. Default value = DMX channels count of the 
fixture = Gap 0.
If you want some free addresses between your Devices, you will use Gap. But if your fixtures 
have previously been addressed with a fixed interval, you will use Interval instead. For example, 
with no clue on the mode you will use in your show, the guy in charge of setup has left some 
space between each fixture, 1=1, 2=51, 3=101, and so on. You will then enter 50 as Interval, You 
will see the Gap field calculated accordingly to DMX channel count of your fixtures.

Universe Swap 
In Universe Browser (lower right corner): Drag one or more Dimmers/Devices from one universe 
to another to move to a new Universe keeping current in-universe patch.

1.You can Drag 
and Drop 
Devices from 
Addresses 
window to 
Universe 
Browser for an 
unique Device 

2.You can Drag 
and Drop from 
one universe to 
another as many 
Devices as 
required  
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Multipatch with Drag and Drop 
In DMX addresses window (upper right corner): Drag multiple DMX addresses to an instrument to
patch several dimmers in one operation.

First select several DMX addresses in any Universe you need, with SHIFT & CTRL keys 
combination on the right-side window.

Then Drag and Drop this selection from Right to Left onto required Instrument line. Confirm in the 
context menu.

You get your group of addresses patched in one click.

DISPLAY 

New skin  
New dark grey background and new item colors for the Graphic User Interface

Refresh saving status 
Single mouse click on play name on top of screen will refresh play-not-saved statuses on screen 
and console buttons.

WILY! COMMUNICATION 
Wily! Pangolab iPad and iPhone applications come now as an extension control option to Hathor.
It offers many features, and different types of licensing are available to match with all 
requirements of users. For further details contact our Support and Sales departments.
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SEQUENCE PLAYBACK 

Custom colors 
A Background color editable in Preferences / Colours
B Background color editable in Preferences / Colours

Alert mode 
Re-recording current preset while Alert is counting down will keep current countdown.

Action PB Jump/Go  
Action PB Jump/Go will not execute GO if referenced preset does not exist in PB-contained 
sequence.

Master links 
TTT (Time to Target) mode for master links. 

This lets you decide if the Submaster time is applied to full range of the Subfader or current level. 
For example, if there is a time of 10sec to reach a 50% level, you can choose whether the time 
will be 10sec to reach 50% (and the time will be recalculated to 20sec for full range) or 10sec for
the full range of the Subfader and if the level is 50%, it will take 5s instead. It avoids to recalculate 
your times when you change submaster level.

 
Masterlinks with target 0  
New parameter C@0 (ClearAtZero). Lets you clear the field when reaching 0 level.

LOCAL I/O SETUP 

"Show Traffic" on local menu of Midi In and Midi Out ports.
It opens a window that displays all passing MIDI traffic.
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CONSOLE SETUP 

Console setup can now be accessed in Imago 
and Imago Wing directly by Double click on 
Imago and Imago Wing name on the top right 
corner of the dedicated window.

SUBFADERS 

Sequence Playbacks, 
Grand Master, Playback 
Master, Exclusive Fields 
can be assigned to 
Subfaders. These 
Subfaders will be then 
fixed, excluded from the 
bank system.

You first click in Fixed 
Faders field and enter a 
number.

It makes new fields 
appear just below where 
you choose function that 
you want to assign to 
these faders.
Just click then on these 
new fields. 

And choose which Playback, Field or Exclusive Field 
you want to assign. Exclusive is like an Independant
fader, not under control of anything else, even Grand 
Master.

You can also choose Grand Master or Playback 
Master, dragging small icon at the bottom to 
Button assignment in Fixed fader fields.

Double Click here
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GRAND MASTER  

Grand Master physical potentiometer can be used for Playback Master from SETUP CONSOLE 
menu.

KEY MAPPING 

Press "Capture Keys" to capture 
pressed Keys.

Possibility to Save and Load Keys in a 
separated file in order to move from 
one console to another with its own 
key mapping.

OFFLINE Mode 

Accessible via right click on the role (Standalone for instance) context menu on in the Title bar 
when running as Standalone or Master

CHANNEL CONTROL 

ROLLBACK 
Rollback function now works also with a single parameter

[ROLLBACK]&[Push Wheel] of the relevant parameter.

COPY ATT 
Copy Attribute function now works also with a single parameter

[COPY ATT]&[Push Wheel] of the relevant parameter.
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PARK 
Lets you Park a full instrument, or only intensity, or only any parameter.
While a channel is parked, it cannot be controlled by usual ways.

First, select required 
channels, and then 
right click, choose 
Park, and in sub 
menu, Park again.

Or, from the console 
keypad press the 
Park key

It will open a popup to choose required
action.

Park will park full instrument with 
Intensity and all parameters

Re-park will change Park values to the 
value at which the channel currently is.

Unpark will release Park control from the 
channel

From the console, you can just press 
Park again to confirm.

You will see in Channel grid the status of 
Parked channels, with a red P and
intensity in blue, showing value with no 
park lock, such that you know where you  
go in case you release the Park function.
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Any right click / 
Instrument Info on 
a channel will give 
you accurate 
information on Park 
status.

Device control will 
display Park status 
next to the 
encoders

On console Press 
{PARK} &
{Pushwheel}
together

Select Parked Channels in contextual menu, or [PARK]&[ALL] to select Parked Channels You can then 
choose to Unpark all with [C/ALT] & [PARK] and to confirm : [C/ALT] & [PARK]

FIELD EDITOR 

Record Group following 
Drag&Drop channel
selection to Field, allows
recording a Group directly 
after Drag&Drop into the 
Group panel.
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SUBMASTERS 

Autosave Page 1000 

New popup window 
for saving 
Submaster page 
1000 as default 
page, if Submasters 
content has been 
modified without any 
Submaster page 
recorded.

Channel selection via Submaster assign key 
Subfader Assign key for Submaster channel selection now works with [-]

Pre-positioning Parameters in Subfaders 
Pre-positioning parameters recorded in a Look loaded in a Subfader using the combination of the 
ATT GROUP and the Flash key: [Focus]&[Flash], [Color]&[Flash], … [All]&[Flash],
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NEW IMAGO & IMAGO WING HANDLING 

Keys Backlighting  
New drivers
Backlighting, LEDs intensity settings in Console Setup:

Backlight intensity
RED Led intensity
BLUE Led intensity

Imago Wing specific window 
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SHUTTERS CONTROL 
In the particular case where shutters are controlled through 2 motors, it can be tricky to get a 
smooth straight movement. Thus, you can link those 2 shutters together from the device control 
window, such that one encoder controls them together. In the example below, both encoders 1A 
and 1B control both motors together.

Two Shutters A/B linked to only one encoder, allowing to control the shutter with one encoder 
without modifying the angle.
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